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Extremal Problems Concerning Transformations of the 
Set of Edges of the Complete Graph 
N. ALON AND Y. CARO 
Let Ern denote the set of edges of the complete graph on m vertices Km, and let f: Em-+ Em 
be a function. A subgraph G = ( V( G), E (G)) of Krn is called !-fixed iff( e) = e for all e E E (G) 
and /-free if f(e) e E( G) for all e E E( G). 
For two finite graphs G, H we define 
m( G, H)= max{m: 3/: Ern-+ Ern such that no copy of G in Krn is /-fixed 
and no copy of H in Krn is /-free}. 
If m > 2 we define 
l(m, H)= max{/: 3/: Ern-+ Em,f(e) yf e for I edges e E Ern and no 
copy of H in Krn is /-free}. 
In this paper we investigate the functions m( G, H) and l(m, H). We determine m( G, H) 
precisely for some families of graphs and estimate the asymptotic behaviour of l(m, H) for fixed 
H as m tends to infinity. Some of the results are generalised to functions defined on the set of 
edges of a hypergraph. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For evey set M, let [M]" denote the family of all n-subsets (i.e., subsets of cardinality 
n) of M. Using Ramsey's Theorem we obtain in Section 2 the following result: 
Tl-IEOREM 2.2(b ). For every two positive integers p, n, p;;:. n there exists a smallest integer 
m = m ( n, p) such that if M is a set of cardinality > m then for every function f from [ M]" 
into [M]" there exists a subset A of cardinality p of M such that either f(v) = v for all 
ve[A]" orf(v)~[A]" forallve[A]". 
Motivated by this result we investigate some extremal problems ·concerning transforma-
tions of the n subsets of a set. We deal mainly with the case n = 2, i.e. transformations 
of Em-the set of edges of the complete graphs on m vertices. In this case we can use 
the language and some familiar results of graph theory in order to obtain our results. 
However, some results appearing here concern the case of transformations of then-subsets 
of a set for n > 2. 
Before describing our main results we need some notation. All graphs appearing here 
have no loops and no multiple edges. For every graph G, V( G) is the set of vertices of 
G and E( G) is the set of its edges. Km is the complete graph on m vertices and Em= E(Km) 
is the set of its edges. Fm is the set of all functions f, f: Em~ Em. If G = ( V( G), E( G)) 
is a subgraph of Km and f E Fm then G is called !-fixed iff( e)= e for all e E E( G). G is 
called !-free if f(e) ~ E( G) for all e E E( G). In particular, an edge e E Em is f fixed if 
f(e) = e and !-free if f(e) ¥e. 
For any two finite graphs G and H define 
m( G, H)= max{m: 3/ E Fm such that no copy of G in Km is .f-fixed 
and no copy of H in Km is !-free}. 
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Note that by Theorem 2.2(b) stated above m(G, H) is a finite integer. We also put 
g(H) = m(K2 , H) (=max{m :3jE Fm.f(e) ,t e for all eE Em and no copy of H in Km is 
!-free}.) 
For a graph H and an integer m > 2 we define 
l(m, H)= max{l: 3jE Fm.f(e) ,t e for 1 edges e E Em and no 
copy of H in Km is ffree}. 
In this paper we investigate the functions m( G, H), g(H) and l(m, H). In Section 2 we 
prove some general results concerning functions from the n-subsets of a set to its r-subsets. 
In Section 3 we determine m( G, H) precisely for stars G and H and for some other 
cases. In Section 4 we use probabilistic arguments to obtain an estimate for g(Kn) and 
in Section 5 we use the Theorems of Erdos, Simonovits and Stone to estimate the 
asymptotic behaviour of l(m, H) as m tends to infinity and H is a fixed graph whose 
chromatic number is ;;;;.3. 
2. FUNCTIONS FROM THE n-SUBSETS OF A SET TO ITS r-SUBSETS 
In this section we obtain some general results concerning functions from the n-subsets 
of a set to its r-subsets. Our first result is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every three positive integers p, n, r, p;;;;. n, there exists a smallest 
integer s(n, r, p) such that if S is a set of cardinality >s(n, r, p) then for every function f 
from [ sr into [ S]' there exists a subset A of cardinality p of S such that f( v) n (A\ v) = 0 
for all v E [A]n. 
PRooF. Letf: [Sr ~ [S]' be a function and assume that every subset A of cardinality 
p of S contains an n-subset v such that f( v) n (A\ v) ,t 0. We complete the proof by 
showing that 
( p-1) s=ISI:s;;n+rp· n . (2.1) 
It is worth noting that we can improve this upper bound, [see Remark (1) below]. LetT 
be the set of all ordered pairs ( v, A), where A is a p-subset of S and v is an n-subset of 
A such thatf(v) n (A\v) ,t 0. Clearly every p-subset of S appears as a second coordinate 
in at least one element of T and thus 
On the other hand, it is easily checked that every fixed n-subset v of S appears as a 
first coordinate in at most r · <;=~=D elements of T. Therefore 
(s) (s-n-1) ITI:s;; . r· . n p-n-1 
The last two inequalities imply (2.1). 
REMARKS. ( 1) The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that 
( p-1) s(n,r,p):s;;n+rp n . (2.2) 
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Using probabilistic arguments similar to those we use in Section 4 we can improve this 
bound. In particular we can show that for every fixed n and r there are positive constants 
c1 = c1(n, r) and c2 = c2(n, r) such that 
(2) It is worth noting that the bound given in (2.2) is sharp if p = n + 1 and r = 1; i.e. 
s(n, 1, n + 1) = 2n + 1. To see this, suppose lSI= 2n + 1. We must show that there exists a 
functionf:[SJ"~[sr such that every n+1-subset A of S contains ann-subset v such 
that f( v) =A\ v. An easy application of the Theorem of Konig (see, e.g. [2, pp. 52-53]) 
shows that there is a bijection cp: [S]" ~ [S]"+t such that v c cp( v) for all v E [A]". (The 
bipartite graph with classes of vertices [S]" and [S]"+1 in which v E [S]" is adjacent to 
u E [S]"+1 iff v c u is regular and thus contains a perfect matching.) Put f( v) = cp( v )\ v 
for all v E [S]". Clearly every n + 1-subset A of S contains an n-subset v = cp - 1(A) such 
that f(v) = A\v. 
Combining Theorem 2.1 and Ramsey's Theorem (see, e.g. [2, pp. 271-272]) we obtain 
the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p, n, r be three positive integers, p ;;;;. n, r. There exists a smallest integer 
m = m ( n, r, p) such that if M is a set of cardinality > m then for every function f from [ M]" 
into [M]' there exists a subset A of cardinality p of M such that: 
(a) If n > r then either f(v) c v for all v E [A]" or f(v) ~[A]' for all v E [A]". 
(b) If n = r then either f( v) = v for all v E [A]" or f(v) ~[A]' for all v E [A]". 
(c) Ifn < r thenf(v)~ [A]' for all vE [A]'. 
We give two proofs of Theorem 2.2. The first proof supplies a better bound for m(n, r, p) 
whereas the second proof can be easily generalized to an infinite set M (see the remark 
following the second proof). 
FIRST PROOF. Case (c) is contained in Theorem 2.1, thus we may assume that n;;;;. r. 
By Ramsey's Theorem there exists an integer t such that if B is a set with t elements 
then for every 2-colouring of [B]" there is a monochromatic p-subset A of B (i.e. a 
p-subset all of whose n-subsets have the same colour). If IMI > s(n, r, t) and f: [M]" ~ 
[ M]' is a function, then, by Theorem 2.1 there exists a subset B of cardinality t of M 
such that f( v) n (B\ v) = 0 for all v E [B]". Define a colouring of [B]" as follows. An 
n-subset v E [B]" is coloured 0 iff( v) ~ v, and 1 otherwise. By the definition of t, B 
contains a monochromatic p-subset A. One can easily check that this subset satisfies the 
Theorem's assertions. 
In the second proof we need the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let D be a (finite or infinite) directed graph. If the outer degree of every 
vertex of Dis ~k then the chromatic number of D x(D) satisfies x(D)~2k+ 1. 
PROOF. By the Theorem of de Bruijn and Erdos [3] (or by the compactness principle), 
we may assume that D is finite. Let F = ( V(F), E(F)) be an induced subgraph of D. 
Clearly the outer degree of every vertex ofF is ~k and thus IE(F)I ~ kl V(F)I. Thus F 
contains a vertex of degree ~2k. This and [2, Corollary 1.2, pp. 221-222] shows that 
x(D)~2k+l. 
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SECOND PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Let f: [M]"-+ [M]' be a function. Let D be a 
directed graph whose set of vertices is [M]" and whose set of arcs is defined as follows. 
Let v E [ M]" be a vertex of D. Iff( v) ~ v no arc of D emanates from v. Otherwise choose 
arbitrarily an n-subset u = u ( v) such that v ;t. u c v u f( v) and let ( v, u) be the only arc 
of D with initial vertex v. By Lemma 2.3 the chromatic number of D is :s;;3. Let 
d: [M]"-+ {1, 2, 3} be a proper colouring of [M]" = V(D). Define a colouring c: [M]"-+ 
{0, 1, 2, 3} as follows. Iff( v) ~ v c( v) = 0, otherwise c( v) = d ( v ). By Ramsey's Theorem 
if IMI is sufficiently large M contains a monochromatic p-subset A. It is easily checked 
that this subset satisfies the Theorem's assertions. Indeed, if all the n-subsets of A are 
coloured 0 then f( v) ~ v for all v E [A]". If all these subsets are coloured i for some i > 0, 
then f(v)e[A]' for all VE[A]", since otherwise vuf(v)cA for some vE[A]". This 
would imply that v, u( v) E [A]" and d(v) = d(u(v )) ( = i) contradicting the fact that d is 
a proper colouring of D. This completes the proof. 
REMARK. Combining the last proof with the infinite version of Ramsey's Theorem 
we obtain the following infinite version of Theorem 2.2. 
Let n and r be positive integers, let M be an infinite set and let f: [M]"-+ [M]' be a 
function. Then there exists an infinite subset A of M that satisfies the assertions of 
Theorem 2.2. 
3. THE FUNCTION m( G, H) 
In this section we investigate the function m( G, H) defined in Section 1. We begin 
with some trivial observations. For any k finite graphs H,, ... , Hk let r = r(H1 , ••• , Hd 
denote the largest integer such that there exists a colouring c : E,-+ { 1, ... , k} of the edges 
of K, with k colours such that K, contains no monochromatic copy of H; of colour c; 
(i = 1, ... , k). The numbers r(H" ... , Hk) are usually called generalized Ramsey num-
bers. If c: E,-+ {1, 2} is a colouring corresponding to r = r(H1 , H 2) and f E F, satisfies 
f( e) = e ¢:} c( e) = 1 then clearly no copy of H 1 in K, is f- fixed and no copy of H 2 in K, 
is /-free. Therefore 
(3.1) 
Suppose H 2 is connected and let x = x(H1) be the chromatic number of H 1 , and put 
m = (x -1) · g(H2) where g is the function defined in Section 1. Let G be the subgraph 
of Km consisting of (x- 1) disjoint copies of K g(H2>. By the definition of the function g, 
there exists a function f': E (G)-+ E (G) that fixes no edge of G such that no copy of H 2 
in G is /'-free. Define /EEm as follows. For every eEE(Km)\E(G) f(e)=e and 
ftE<a>=f'. Clearly no copy of H 2 in Km isf-free and since E(Km)\E(G) is just the set 
of edges of the complete (x -I)-partite graph Kg(H2), ••• ,g(H2 ) no copy of H1 in Km is 
/-fixed. This shows that 
(3.2) 
As we shall see in Theorem 3.3 this bound is exact if H 1 is a complete graph and H 2 
is a star. 
Next we obtain some easy upper bounds for m(H1 , H 2). 
m(H" H 2):s;;s(2,2, r+1):s;;2+(r+l) · r· (r-1), (3.3) 
where r = r(H" H2) and s is the function defined in Theorem 2.1. This is shown exactly 
as in the first proof of Theorem 2.2. If m > s(2, 2, r + 1) and f E Fm then there exists a 
complete subgraph K,+1 of Km such that f(e) e E(K,+1)\{e} for all e E E(K,+1). Define 
a colouring c: E(K,+1)-+{0, 1} by c(e) =0¢:}/(e) =e. By definition of r = r(H1 , H 2 ) either 
K,+1 contains a monochromatic copy of H 1 of colour 0, or it contains a monochromatic 
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copy of H 2 of colour 1. In the first case K,+1 contains an /-fixed copy of H, and in the 
second case it contains an /-free copy of H2 • 
Another easy observation is 
m(H" Hz)::;, r(H1 , Kg(H2J), (3.4) 
where g is the function defined in Section 1. Indeed, if m > r(H" K g(H2J) and f E Fm then 
either Km contains anf-fixed copy of H 1 or it contains a copy of Kg(H2J such thatf(e) ¥= e 
for each e E E(Kg(H2J). In this last case the definition of g implies the existence of an 
/-free copy of Hz in Km. Note that the method appearing in the second proof of Theorem 
2.2 can also be used to obtain the following upper bound to m(H1 , H 2 ): 
m(H,, H2)::;, r(H" H2 , Hz, H2 ). (3.5) 
We omit the details. 
The lower bounds given in inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are very far, in general, from 
the upper bounds appearing in inequalities (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). 
The following theorem determines m( G, H) for every two stars G and H. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K 1,k denote a star with k edges. For all r, t ;;.1 
m(K1,r. K1,,) = 2r+ t- 2. 
PROOF. We first show that 
(3.6) 
by constructing a suitable function /EFm, where m=2r+t-2. Let H be a spanning 
(2r-2)-regular subgraph of Km (if r= 1 H is the empty graph). The existence of H 
follows easily from, e.g. Theorem 3 in [1, pp. 232-233] that asserts that Km contains 
[(m -1)/2];;. r-1 edge disjoint hamiltonian cycles; we may choose H as the union of 
r-1 of them. The functionfE Fm is defined as follows; f(e) = e for all eE E(Km)\E(H). 
If r = 1 this completes the definition of f. Otherwise, H is an eulerian graph. Let C be 
an Euler tour in H. For every eE E(H) letf(e) be the edge that immediately precedes e 
on C. Clearly, only the edges of il aref-fixed and ii is a (t-1) regular graph. Thus no 
copy of K 1,, is /-fixed. We claim that no copy of K 1,, is /-free. Indeed, assume this is 
false and let B be such a copy. Let x E V(Km) be its r-valent vertex. Clearly B must be 
a subgraph of H. By the definition of f. the 2r- 2 edges of H incident with x can be 
decomposed into r- 1 pairs (a;, b;) ( i = 1, ... , r- 1) such that b; = f( a;). Thus there is an 
index i, 1::;;, i::;;, r-1 such that a;, b; E E(B). Since b; = f(a;) this contradicts the assumption 
that B is /-free. Thus (3.6) holds. 
We complete the proof by showing that 
(3.7) 
Put n = 2r+ t -1, let/E F" be a function and assume K" contains nof-fixed copy of K 1,,. 
To establish (3.7) we must show that K" contains an/-free copy of K 1,,. Since K" contains 
no /-fixed copy of K 1,r. the number of /-fixed edges of K" incident with a fixed vertex 
is ::;,t-1. Therefore there are at least !n(2r-1)>(r-1) · n edges e inK" such that 
f(e) ¥=e. For every vertex x of K" define D(x) = {e E E(Kn): x E e and x ef(e)}. Clearly 
if e = (x, y) is an edge andf(e) ¥= e then either e E D(x) ore E D(y) (ore E D(x) (1 D(y)). 
Therefore 
L iD(x)j;;.j{eEE(Kn):f(e)>'=e}i>(r-1) · n, 
xeV(Kn) 
and there exists a vertex x such that ID(x)l;;. r. 
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Let B be a star consisting of r edges of D(x). Clearly B is an.f-free copy of K 1.r- This 
establishes (3.7) and completes the proof. 
REMARKS. (1) Recall the definition of the function l(n, H) given in Section 1. The 
proof of Theorem 3.1 easily implies the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all positive integers n, r n > 2, 
l(n, K 1,,) =min((;), n · (r-1)). 
PROOF. To see that 
l(n, K1,,) ~min((;), n · (r-1)) (3.8) 
we use the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. If n ~ 2r -1 let H be a spanning 2r- 2 
regular subgraph of Kn. Let f E Fn fix every edge of ii and for e E E (H) let /(e) be the 
edge of H that immediately precedes e on C, where C is an Euler tour in H. Clearly Kn 
contains no !-free copy of Kt,r and there are n · (r -1) !-free edges of Kn. This proves 
(3.8) if n ~ 2r -1. If n = 2r- 2 Kn is the disjoint union of a perfect matching M = 
(et. ... , er-~) and an eulerian graph H. Define/E Fn byf(e;) = ei+ 1 (1.;; i.;; r-2),j(e,_1) = 
et. and for eEE(H)f(e) is defined as above. Since n>2 no edge of Kn is.f-fixed. One 
can easily check that Kn contains noj-free copy of K 1;r· Since l(n, K 1,,) is a nondecreasing 
function of r for every fixed n and the functions just constructed show that l( n, K t,(n+l)/2) = 
G) for odd n, that l(n, K 1,(n+2>; 2) =G) for even n and that (3.8) holds if n ~ 2r-1 we 
conclude that (3.8) holds for all possible values of n and r. 
To show the converse inequality we must show that iff E Fn and /(e) ¥= e for more 
than n · (r-1) edges e then Kn contains an !-free copy of K,. However, this is proved 
in the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(2) If G and Hare graphs with maximal degrees ..::1(G) and ..::1(H), respectively, then 
Theorem 3.1 clearly implies 
THEOREM 3.3. For all r, t ~ 2 
m(K, Kt,r)=(t-1) · (2r-1). 
PROOF. Suppose m = ( t -1) · (2r -1) + 1, let f E Fm be a function and assume that Km 
contains no /-fixed copy of K 1• By Turan's Theorem (see, e.g. [2, pp. 294-295]) Km 
contains at least (t -2)(2 '21) + (~') = m · (r-1) + r> min((~), m · (r-1)) .f-free edges e. 
Combining this with Proposition 3.2 we conclude that Km contains an .f-free copy of 
K 1,,. Therefore 
The converse inequality follows from inequality (3.2) and Theorem 3.1 that implies that 
g(Kt,r) = m(Kt,t. Kt,r) = 2r -1. 
It does not seem easy to determine the exact value of m( G, H) even for small graphs 
G and H. The following theorem determines m(K1,k, K3) for all k~ 1. 
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THEOREM 3.4. 
m(K K)- {2k+3, 
l,k. 3 - 2k+ 2, 
We split the proof into two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.5. For every k ;;:.1, 
if k= 1 or3, 
otherwise. 
m(K1,k, K3)~2k+3 
and if k ¥:- 1, 3 the inequality is strict. 
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(3.9) 
PROOF. Let m be an integer and let f E F;.. be a function. Suppose Km contains no 
/-fixed copy of K 1,k and no /-free triangle. We must show that m~2k+3 and that if 
k ¥:- 1, 3, m ~ 2k + 2. Since Km contains no /-fixed copy of K 1,k. the number of /-fixed 
edges is at most ( k- 1) · m I 2 and thus the number h off-free edges satisfies 
h;;;.(~)-(k-1)·m/2. (3.10) 
Let H be the subgraph of Km containing these edges. Let S be the set of all ordered 
pairs ( e, T), where T is a triangle in H, and e,f( e) E T. By Corollary 1.6 in [2, p. 297] a 
graph with m vertices and h edges contains at least (h/3m)(4h- m2) triangles. By the 
proof of this corollary equality can hold here only if ii is regular and every two adjacent 
edges of it are contained in a triangle. Since H contains no /-free triangle 
lSI;;:. (hj3m )( 4h- m2). (3.11) 
Clearly every edge e E E(H) can appear in at most one pair of S. Thus 
ISI~h. 
Combining the last two inequalities we conclude that 
h;;:. (h/3m)(4h- m 2 )=>h ~ (m2 +3m)/4. 
Combining the last inequality and (3.10) we conclude that 
(m 2 +3m)j4;;;. (~) -(k-1) · m/2, 
which implies (3.9). If equality holds in (3.9) then equality holds in (3.10) and (3.11). In 
this case ii is k -1 regular (because (3.10) is an equality) and every two adjacent edges 
of it are contained in a triangle. Thus ii is a disjoint union of Kk- s and k divides 2k + 3. 
Thus k= 1 or 3. 
LEMMA3.6. (a) Forallk>1, m(K1,k,K3);;:.2k+2. 
(b) m(K1,~>K3);;;.5. 
(c) m(K1,3 , K3);;;.9. 
PROOF. (a) Let 0, 1, ... , 2k+ 1 be the vertices of K 2k+2 • Let H be the subgraph of 
K 2k+2 consisting of all edges ( i, j) where 0 ~ i ~ k + 1 and k + 2 ~ j ~ 2k + 1 and all edges 
( i, ( i + 1) mod( k + 2)) where 0 ~ i ~ k + 1. The complement ii of H is clearly the disjoint 
union of a complete graph Kk and a complete graph Kk+2 minus a hamiltonian cycle. 
Thus ii is ( k -1)-regular. Define f E F 2k+2 as follows; For all e E H,f( e)= e. If e = ( i, j), 
where O~i~k+1 and k+2~j~2k+1 then f(e)=((i+l)mod(k+2),j) and if e= 
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(i, (i + 1) mod(k+ 2)) for some O:!S: i,;; k+ 1 then f(e) = ((i + 1) mod(k+ 2), (i + 2) 
mod(k+2)). Since the edges of the (k-1) regular graph ii are the only j-fixed edges of 
K 2 k+2 , there exists no !-fixed copy of K 1,k in K 2k+2 • We claim that no triangle in K 2k+2 
is f- free. Indeed let T c: K 2 k+2 be a triangle. If T contains an edge of ii, it is not f- free. 
Otherwise Tc:H and its vertices are i, (i+l)mod(k+2), andj for some O:!S:i:!S:k+1 
and k+ 2 :!S:j,;; 2k+ 1. However.f((i,j)) = ((i + 1 mod(k+ 2),j) and thus T is not /-free. 
This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) Let T5 denote the set of all 10 triangles in K 5 • Let B be the bipartite graph with 
classes of vertices E5 and T5 , in which e E E5 is adjacent to T E T5 iff e E T. Clearly B is 
3-regular and thus by the Theorem of Hall and Konig it contains a perfect matching. 
Therefore, there exists a bijection ({) : E5 ~ T5 such that e E E ( ({) (e)) for all e E E 5 • For all 
e E E5 , let f(e) be an edge of the triangle ({J(e), different from e. Clearly jE F5 , there is 
no /-fixed copy of K 1, 1 and no triangle Tin K 5 is j-free (since f(({J- 1(T))EE(T)). 
Therefore (b) holds. 
(c) Let ii be the subgraph of K 9 consisting of three disjoint triangles and let H be 
its complement. Let T(H) be the set of all triangles T contained in H. The Theorem of 
Konig implies, exactly as in (b), that there exists a bijection ({) : E (H)~ T( H) such that 
eEE(({J(e)) for all eEE(H). DefinejEF9 as follows. For all eEH,f(e)=e. If eEH, 
f(e) is an edge of ({)(e), different from e. One can easily check that K 9 contains neither 
/-fixed copy of K 1•3 , nor j-free triangle. This establishes (c). 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 clearly imply Theorem 3.4. Note that for every graph 
G, m(K1, 1 , G)= m(K2 , G)= g( G), where g is the function defined in Section 1. Therefore 
Theorem 3.1 implies that g(K1,,) = 2r -1 for all r ~ 1 and Theorem 3.4 implies that 
g(K3) = 5. 
4. THE FuNCTION g(Kp) AND A GENERALIZATION 
In this section we investigate the function g(H) defined in Section 1. By the last 
paragraph of Section 3, g(K3 ) = 5 and G(K1,,) = 2r -1 for all r ~ 1. Here we use probabilis-
tic arguments to estimate g(Kp) for p > 3. Our method enables us to deal with n-
hypergraphs instead of 2-hypergraphs (=graphs), and thus we define, for all p > n ~ 2 
the function g(p, n) as follows. Form~ n ~ 2let Kr::) denote the complete n-hypergraph 
on m vertices, and let Er::) be the set of its edges, i.e. the set of all n-subsets of the set 
of vertices of Kr::l. Let Fr::) denote the set of all functions f. f: Er::) ~ Er::l. Form~ p > n 
and for f E Fr::J. a copy K of K~"l in Kr::) is calledj-free if f(e) e E(K) for all e E E(K). 
For p> n~2 define 
g(p, n) =max{m :3/E Fr::l.J(e) ¥- e for all eE Er::) and 
no copy of K~") in Kr::) isf-free}. 
Note that g(p, 2) = g(Kp). Here we estimate the function g(p, n). 
An upper bound for g(p, n) is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. For every p > n ~ 2 
r· (r-1) · ... · (r-n) 
g(p,n):!S:n+ ( ) , 
n! r-p+1 
(4.1) 
for all r~ p. 
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It is easily checked that the best bound given in ( 4.1) is obtained by taking r = 
max{p, r0+1/n)p-(2+1/n)l}. Substituting in (4.1) one can easily check that 
{ 
( p-1) n+p· n , 
g(p,n).s; n+1 1 n n i-1 
n+-(1+-) . n (p-i+-), 
n! n i=l n+1 
if p .s;2n+ 1, 
(4.2) 
if p> 2n+ 1. 
PROOF. Put g = g(p, n) and suppose f E Fin) in a function such that no copy of K~n) 
in Kin) is /-free. Suppose r;;. p and let T be the set of all ordered pairs (e, K), where K 
is a copy of K~n) in Kin) and e is an edge of Kin) such that both e and f(e) belong to 
E(K~n>). 
We claim that every given copy K of K~n) in Kin) appears in at least r- p + 1 elements 
of T. Indeed, suppose this is false and let K be such a copy appearing in s .s; r- p elements 
of T(e;,K) (l.s;i.s;s). For each 1.s;i.s;s let V;Ee; be a vertex and define V= 
V( K) \ { v1 , ••• , v.}. Clearly lVI ;;. p. If e c V is an edge, then by the definition of V, f( e) ~ 
E(K) and thus f(e)¢ V. Therefore every copy of K~n) containing only vertices of Vis 
/-free, contradicting the fact that there is no such copy. This contradiction proves our 
claim and thus I Tl;;. (~) · (r- p + 1). 
Let e E Bin) be an edge of Kin>. If (e, K) E T then K contains all the vertices of e and 
f( e). Since e .,t:. f( e) there are at least n + 1 such vertices. This shows that e appears in at 
most (~.=~.=D elements of T and thus 
I Tl.s; ( g) · ( g - n - 1) . 
n r-n-1 
C()mbining the last two inequalities we obtain (4.1). 
REMARKS. (1) It is worth noting that the bound given in (4.2) is sharp if p = n + 1, 
i.e. g( n + 1, n) = 2n + 1. To see this, one must construct a function f E F~~~" such that 
f(e) .,t:. e for all e E E~~~~ and K~~~~ contains no /-free copy of K~"J,. The existence of 
such an f is implied by the Theorem of Hall and Konig, using the same argument that 
appeared in Remark 2, Section 2, after Theorem 2.1. We omit the details. 
(2) For g;;. p;;. n + 1 > 1 let T(g, n + 1, p) denote the smallest value of m such that 
there exists a set E of m edges of Kin+!) such that every copy of K~n+l) in Kin+!) contains 
an edge of E. The number T(g, n + 1, p) is called the Tunin numbering, n + 1, p (see [1] 
pp.433-434). We can use known lower bounds for T(g, n+1,p) in order to obtain an 
upper bound for g(p, n). Indeed put g = g(p, n) and let /E Fin) be as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. For every e E E<;> choose an n + 1-set u( e) c e u f( e). Since every copy of 
K~n) in Kin) contains both e and f( e) for some e E Bin>, we conclude that every copy of 
K~n+l) in Kin+!) contains u( e) for some edge e. Therefore (~);;. T(g, n + 1, p ). Spencer 
[6], see also [1] p. 434, proved that if g;;. p(n + 1)/ n then T(g, n + 1, p);;. 
(p -o-n. nn. gn+!. (n + o-(n+l). This and the previous inequality show that 
n+1( 1)n g(p,n).s;-
1
- 1+- ·(p-l)n. 
n. n 
A slightly better result is given in (4.2). Note that the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be used 
to obtain a lower bound for the numbers T(g, n+1,p). 
A lower bound for g(p, n) is given in the following simple theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.2. For every p > n ;;;. 2 if g is a positive integer satisfying 
(4.3) 
then g(p, n);;;. g. 
One can easily check that this implies that for every n ;;;. 2 there exists a positive constant 
c = c(n) such that 
g(p, n);;;. c· p" /logp. 
PROOF. Let P be the set of all functions f E F~"> such that If( e)\ el = 1 for all e E E~">. 
We consider P as a probability space whose elements have equal probability. The 
probability that a given copy K of K~"> is !-free is 
( l_p-n)(~). g-n 
Therefore, the expected number of !-free copies of K~"> in K~"> is just the left side of 
( 4.3), which is smaller than 1. This shows that there exists an f E P such that no copy of 
K~"> in K~"> is !-free and establishes the theorem. 
5. THE FUNCTION l(m, H) 
In this section we investigate the function l(m, H) defined in Section 1. In Proposition 
3.2 we determined l(m, K 1,,) for all m > 2 and r ;;;.t. Here we estimate the asymptotic 
behaviour of l(m, H) as m tends to infinity and H is a fixed graph whose chromatic 
number is ;;;.3. If H is a graph and m ;;;.t let ex(m, H) denote the maximal number of 
edges in a graph on m vertices that contains no copy of H. The best known extremal 
result of graph theory, Tunin's Theorem, determines ex(m, K,+1) = t,(m) for all m, r;;;. 2. 
A proof and many results concerning ex( m, H) can be found in [2, chp. VI]. Erdos and 
Stone [5] proved the following remarkable theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Erdos and Stone). For every positive integers t and rand every e > 0 if 
m is sufficiently large and l;;;.t,(m)+em2, then every graph with m vertices and ledges 
contains a complete (r+ !)-partite graph with t vertices in each vertex class. 
There are several improvements of Theorem 5.1 but we shall not use them here. 
Erdos and Simonovits [ 4] observed that Theorem 5.1 implies the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. (Erdos and Simonovits). IfH is a graph with chromatic numberr;;;. 2 then 
lim ex(m, H)/m2 = lim t,_ 1(m)/m 2 =.!. · (t--1-). 
m .... oo m .... oo 2 r -1 
As we shall see there is a close connection between l(m, H) and ex(m, H). Our first result 
is the following simple observation. 
OBSERVATION 5.3. For every graph Hand every m > 2, 
ex(m, H) :s;; l(m, H) :s;; 3 ex(m, H). 
PROOF. Let G be a subgraph of Km with ex(m, H) edges containing no copy of H. 
LetfEFm be a function such that for all eEEm\E(G),f(e)=e and for all eEE(G), 
f(e) ¥:e. Clearly Km contains no !-free copy of H and thus l(m, H);;;. ex(m, H). 
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Suppose />3ex(m,H) and letfEFm be a function such thatf(e);Ce for at least 1 
edges e E Em. To complete the proof we must show that Km contains an /-free copy of H. 
Let D=(V(D),E(D)) be a directed graph, where V(D)={eEEm;f(e);Ce} and 
E(D) = {(et. e2): et. e2 E V(D) and f(e1) = e2}. By Lemma 2.3 the chromatic number of 
D is .;;;3, and since I V(D)I > 3 ex(m, H) it contains an independent set of p > ex(m, H) 
vertices et. e2 , ••• , eP. By the definition of ex(m, H) there exists a copy of H such that 
E(H) c {et. .. , ep} and since f(e;) .e {et. ... , ep} for 1-s; i.;;; p this copy is /-free. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. If H is a graph with chromatic number r;;;.: 2 then 
lim /(m, H)/m2 = lim ex(m, H)/m2 =!..(1--1-). 
rn-+00 rn-+00 2 r- 1 (5.1) 
PROOF. If r = 2 then Theorem 5.2 and Observation 5.3 imply that both limits in equality 
(5.1) are zero and the equality holds. Thus we may assume that r;;;.:3. By Theorem 5.2 
and Observation 5.3 
lim /(m, H)/m2 ;;;.: lim ex(m, H)jm 2 =!_ · (1--1-). 
rn-+00 m-+00 2 r- 1 
Suppose e>O, letfEFm be a function and put l=l{eEEm:f(e);Ce}l. Suppose[;;;.= 
t,_ 1(m)+em2• 
We will show that if m is sufficiently large then Km contains an /-free copy of H. This 
implies that 
lim /(m, H)/m2 .;;; e+ lim (t,_1(m)/m2 = e+!..(1--1-)) (5.2) 
rn-+00 rn-+00 2 r -1 
and completes the proof. 
Put v =I V(H)I and let t > r2 v3 /2 be a fixed integer. By Theorem 5.1 if m is sufficiently 
large then Km contains a complete r-partite graph T with t vertices in each vertex class 
such thatf(e) ;C e for all e E E(T). We claim that Tcontains anf-free copy of H. Moreover, 
we claim that T contains an /-free copy of G, where G is the.complete r partite graph 
with v =I V(H)I vertices in each vertex class. Assume this is false and let S be the set of 
all ordered pairs (e, A), where A is a subgraph of T isomorphic to G and both e and 
f(e) belong to E(A). By assumption T contains nof-free copy of G and thus every copy 
of G in T appears in an element of S. Therefore 
If e is a fixed edge of T and ( e, A) E T then A contains the two different edges e and 
f( e). One can easily check that the number of copies of G in T that contain two fixed 
edges is at most 
Therefore 
(t)'-3 (t-1) 3 (')(t)' v3 r2 v3 (t)' ISI.s;IE(T)I· . =t2 --,;;;-. v v -1 2 v t3 2t v 
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Combining the last two inequalities we conclude that t,;;; r2 v3 /2 contradicting the choice 
of t. This contradiction shows that T contains an /-free copy of G and hence an /-free 
copy of H. 
Therefore (5.2) holds and the theorem follows. 
REMARK. The proof of Theorem 5.4 clearly implies that if H is a graph with chromatic 
number r;;;. 3 then 
ex(m, H),;;; l(m, H),;;; ex(m, T), 
where T is the complete r-partite graph with t = f r21 V(HW /21 vertices in each vertex 
class. Combining this with an extension of Theorem 5.1 (see [2, pp. 328-329]) one can 
obtain a sharper version of Theorem 5.4. We omit the details. 
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